In their own words
Highlights from the school

*SALT Survey Teacher Response Rate (%)
This School  42
This District  60
The State  58

*SALT Survey Student Response Rate (%)
This School  91
This District  67
The State  60

Student Attendance (%)
This School  95
This District  95
The State  92

ELA Assessment Participation Rate (%)
This School  99
This District  99
The State  93

Stability Index (%)
This School  70
This District  89
The State  82

Mobility Index (%)
This School  8
This District  9
The State  18

Suspensions / Total # of Students
This School  155/569
This District  711/4536
The State  44731/154785

**Selected school indicators**

School did not supply this information

*See Web for more information

**School targets** have been moved to the Web site (http://infoworks.ride.uri.edu) until the 3-year baselines have been established.